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promotion of property.

Still Imagery

Premium Property Shoot - composition based imagery with an emphasis on highlighting the flow of the
property by incorporating partial views of adjacent rooms. The natural lighting within the home is
augmented with flash with additional adjacent room lighting for balance. In addition, detailed images are
included to help draw viewers into a given space. Up to 50 images delivered based on property size,
condition, and staging. The average for a 2,500 SF property is 30 images.

$175 Up to 1,500 SF
$195 Up to 2,500 SF
$250 Up to 3,500 SF
$350 Up to 4,500 SF

Premium Lite Property Shoot - reduced volume of our Premium Service excluding the flow of the
property and detailed photos. The acreage for a 2,500 SF property is 15 images.

$150 Up to 2,500 SF
$195 Up to 3,500 SF

Basic/Composition Only Images (ideal for property management) - composition based imagery using
existing light sources with 10-15 images delivered.

$125

Drone Photography - drone images of property. Property must be within accessible zones as identified
by the FAA.

$250+ commercial property surveys
$150 dedicated visit with 4-6 images of property
$100 add-on to scheduled shoot with 3-6 images of property

Matterport 3-D Tour* - a self guided innovative marketing platform that immerses potential clients into
the home with 360 degree views of each space. (includes 6 months hosting - $75 for an additional 6
months)

$175 Up to 2,500 SF
$225 Up to 3,500 SF
$275+ 3,501 SF+

Expedited Delivery - when available

$50 next day
$100 same day

Additional fees apply for properties that are not ready at appointed times.
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Video

Standard Video - up to 2 minute video capturing the layout of the property’s interior and exterior. A title
introduction is added along with music. Video is delivered to the agent for marketing.

$125 Up to 2,500 SF
$175 Up to 3,500 SF

Premium Video - guided video with agent representative showing the property.

$300+

Property Measuring

$105 Up to 2,500 SF
$150 Up to 3,500 SF
$200 Up to 4,500 SF

LRP Media offers additional corporate based services to enhance your marketing profile to
include event coverage, team photography, headshots, and social media content. Don’t hesitate
to let us know how we can better serve you.


